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WHY STUDENT
MEDICAL
COVERAGE
n

LIFE HAPPENS
While learning to dive is relatively safe,
there are inherent risks. From minor injuries
such as ear issues or a slip-and-fall to more
serious dive related injuries, this coverage
helps ensure you can learn confidently
knowing you’re protected.

n

YOUR MEDICAL INSURANCE
MIGHT NOT COVER YOU
Some health insurance plans exclude 		
coverage for adventure sport and scuba
diving injuries. Others may have large
deductibles or co-pays for treatment.
DAN’s program pays 100% of covered
medical expenses.

n

DIVING-RELATED INJURIES
CAN BE EXPENSIVE
Students can get hurt during training 		
and medical treatment can cost thousands
of dollars. The average cost for treatment
in a hyperbaric chamber can easily
exceed US$10,000.

Divers Alert Network
6 West Colony Pl.
Durham, NC 27705

Emergency +1 (919) 684-9111
Non-emergency +1 (919) 684-2948
Toll Free +1 (800) 446-2671
EXPLORE WITH DAN
Divers Alert Network
diversalertnetwork

DISCOVER A
NEW WORLD.
Explore with confidence knowing that your
dive center and instructor are committed
to your safety with DAN Student Medical
Expense Coverage.
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GO AHEAD - DIVE-IN.
WITH COMPLIMENTARY DAN STUDENT MEDICAL EXPENSE COVERAGE
A new world is about to open up to you filled
with breathtaking discoveries and once-in-alifetime experiences. Go ahead - dive in. Your
dive center and instructor are committed to
your safety. Which is why, as a precaution,
they’ve enrolled you in DAN’s Student Medical
Expense Coverage program.

JOIN DAN ONCE YOU’RE CERTIFIED

This complimentary insurance, fully subsidized
by DAN, covers you in the unlikely event of
a dive injury during your entry-level training.
As a diving-related injury or illness can set
you back thousands of dollars, it pays to be
prepared. While you focus on learning to dive
and getting comfortable underwater, DAN has
you covered should an unexpected incident
occur — above or below water.

The cost is only US$35+ per year*
(US$55+ for a family) and profits are
reinvested into dive safety education
and research for the benefit of the
entire dive community.

Students enrolled in this DAN program are
covered for up to US$25,000 in medical
expenses arising from injuries that occur
during entry-level (open-water) training
and it’s available to you at no charge.
Just ask your instructor to enroll you.

Your coverage lasts for 180 days after
course registration or until your last
certifying dive, whichever comes first.
We encourage you to join nearly 500,000
divers worldwide who believe in DAN’s
mission of dive safety.

WHO IS DAN?

Divers Alert Network, better known as DAN,
is an internationally-recognized organization.
As part of our mission to make every dive
incident- and injury-free, DAN conducts
ongoing dive safety research and education,
and also supports a 24/7 emergency medical
hotline, plus a Medical Information line
for non-emergencies. Preferred by divers
worldwide, DAN dive accident insurance
ensures help can be there when
divers need it most.

MEMBERS ENJOY THESE BENEFITS
n

Medical assistance and emergency 		
evacuation when traveling

n

A subscription to Alert Diver 		
magazine

n

Monthly updates regarding the latest
in dive safety and health information.

n

Eligibility for DAN’s Dive Accident 		
Insurance program

n

Access to DAN’s 24/7 Emergency 		
Hotline plus our Medical Information
line for non-urgent health and
diving issues

*Residents of Canada, add $5.
Memberships do not include insurance.
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